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Abstract: The discourse about the hadith about the things that are contrary to reason and science does not go over. To the extent that Ibn Taimiyah was preparing a special book about it, titled Dar’u Ta’arud al-Aql Wa al-Naqil. Indeed, if religious text contrary to common sense and modern science would have caused a fairly complicated issue. whether the mind is subdued or nas is subject to reasonable.

Hadith prostration sun beneath the Throne, while sinking is one example of the many religious texts that are contrary to common sense. The hadith narration was included in the authentic hadith. Start here Muslims are faced with two problems. Appreciating the efforts of scholars in collecting Hadith, or consider sound hadiths that have defects in this redaction.

In this study, the authors describe the opinion of the scholars concerning the correct understanding of this tradition, which in the end the author has concluded that many of the clergy, took the meaning of prostration is ascribed with inanimate objects (jamād). While the understanding of this tradition in the perspective of science is to shift the original meaning to the meaning Maqāz. As explained Yusuf Oaradawi. when the passage is ditakwilkan, hence, difficulty understanding that contrary to common tradition or modern civilization will disappear.